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Abstract— This paper reviews current applications of non-

explicit, direct communication between human users and robot 
actors for the purposes of manipulation.  A brief overview of each 
input type (Intracortical Electrode, Surface EMG, etc.) is 
followed by a novel categorization of current applications into 
Replace (full replacement of capabilities externally), Replace-In-
Place(replacement of capabilities integrated directly into the 
user), and Augment (capabilities being added to the user beyond 
those of an unaugmented human).  Where an input type is 
currently not in use but may be used in an application, a brief 
argument is made for doing so.   There is also a discussion of the 
prevalence of certain input types for specific applications, and the 
possible reasons behind cross-usage trends.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

C ommunication with robots either occur both explicitly 

and directly, or neither.  A robotic interface can be a joystick, 
graphical window, or even gestures and words.  All of these 
methods of communicating what we want a robot to do are 
both explicit and direct.  We communicate x and the robot 
does y(x).  Communications which are non-explicit, and non-
direct are also well defined.  The robot sees that an event has 
occurred such as an item left on a work surface and it takes the 
item and puts it away, or there’s a person between it and its 
target configuration so it waits until the person is no longer 
there.  Few communications currently are non-explicit and yet 
direct.  We want the robot to do x and our desire needs to be 
communicated, but we can’t tell it that through a symbolic 
interface where a certain combination of known inputs result 
in a deterministic action.  These communications are expressly 
for the robot, but cannot be explicitly given to it.  There must 
be an interface which taps into those intentions; not looking 
for cues or using a well defined interface, but reading deeper 
into us through either the patterns in our brains or our muscles.  
These communications are usually reserved for those who 
cannot use explicit means – or for whom those means would 
be a distraction from the purpose of the robot.  In most cases, 
these are prosthetic hands and robots which assist the 
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physically disabled. 
There are approximately 735,000 people in the United 

States who have lost either one or both upper limbs [1], 3 
million worldwide [2], and of them 70% have amputations 
distal to the elbow.  30-50% of people in the United States 
who have lost all or part of their arm are not using a prosthetic 
[3].  Expense is the primary reason [4] behind this lack of 
adoption, followed by the current status of progress in making 
effective replacement limbs.  In addition, there are up to 
347,000 people currently with spinal cord injuries, and 58% of 
those patients are suffering from a form of tetraplegia [5], 
degrading or removing voluntary control of their extremities 
and in some cases removing all voluntary muscle control. 

These applications and others which involve an operator 
using a robot which is either unusable with or degraded by the 
use of an interface which requires the operator to provide 
explicit input must find a different method – non-explicit 
communication.  As mentioned before, the two prevalent 
means are those which look at our brains for guidance, brain-
machine or brain-computer interfaces [6] (BMI/BCI, for the 
purposes of this paper I will use the term BCI though there is 
currently active discussion of the appropriateness of the term 
in the context of robotics) and those which tap into our 
muscles to get inputs, electromyography (EMG) [7].  For the 
purposes of this paper, we will look only at interfaces with 
facilitate manipulation (hence the focus on upper limb 
amputation), with a view towards classifying them with 
regards to their current uses.  For this purpose, there are three 
labels which will be used – Replace, Replace-in-Place, and 
Augment.  These labels will be elaborated on more in section 
IV.  By breaking up the applications of non-explicit 
communication this way, we can understand better how 
robotics professionals currently view the input methods 
currently available by not just looking at the uses, but the lack 
of certain interfaces in each application. 

The rest of the paper will look at each interface type, 
starting with BCIs (section II), then EMG (section III).  With 
this background fully realized, the paper will then go through 
each type of application and the current work being done, 
broadly keeping to elaborating on applications realized with 
BCI, followed by EMG (section IV).  Section V will discuss 
how these applications fit together with observations about the 
cross-applicability of certain papers, and the lack of cross-
application of certain methods, as well as the total lack of 
other methods in practical use.  It will then conclude (section 
VI) with a conclusory statement as well as future work. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS – BRAIN COMPUTER 
INTERFACE 

Brain Computer Interfaces are currently the prevalent 
means of communicating with and giving agency to people 
with tetraplegia and other ‘locked in’ syndromes [8].  They 
read the intention of the user by acquiring through various 
means the signals which pass through the user’s brain as they 
think about taking actions.  For the purposes of this paper, 
most signals being acquired are centered in and around the 
motor cortex [9].  Signal processing is currently a major 
avenue of research, as most types of BCI are limited by 
bandwidth and by the speed with which they can process very 
complex data.  Most common BCIs operate near or below the 
Nyquist criterion for the number of updates per second needed 
to capture a signal well, and none at the speed at which most 
robots update [9].   

Some BCIs incorporate direct bio-feedback [6], a process in 
which the BCI sends a signal to the user through its 
connection or an ancillary connection to tell them that an 
event has occurred, similar to haptic feedback.  This remains 
rare within most applications [9], with most biofeedback being 
in the form of visually observing the robot [10] due to the 
difficulties of activating the specific neural patterns that 
produce sensations of touch and proprioception [11] (fig. 2). 

As with any system, there is a learning curve involved in 
the usage of BCIs, in this case both for the machine and 
human [10].  The machine to better learn each individual 
human’s signals to better filter noise and categorize input, and 
the human in producing clear and unambiguous signals, to the 
point where a user who is very familiar with BCIs will have 
adapted some of their neural structure to produce clear, 
machine readable signals [8].  There has been some discussion 
[12] over whether the changes in brain structure and function 
caused by various forms of neurodegenerative conditions 
significantly change how a BCI would need to read a user, 
though learning may remove that particular issue by having 
the system conform to the users’ neural features. 

In BCIs, the dominant difference in controlling 
manipulatory prosthetics (beyond degree) is that of shared 
autonomy.  In many cases, a task being done by the robot is 
one which it is familiar with and it is more likely to succeed if 
it uses its own autonomous decision making process to 
complete.  As such, many systems leave the task planning to 
the human and once the robot knows what the human wants,  

 
 
 
 

motion and grasp planning is completed by the robot [13].  
The open questions in this situation is when to have the robot 
take over, how much control the human should have during 
motion/grasp planning, and when to turn control back over to 
the human in a way that feels seamless. 

 
Figure 2-High Level BCI Schema  [6] 

 
BCIs are generally split between noninvasive forms which 

read signals through the scalp and skull via external sensors, 
and invasive, which are either on the surface of the brain itself 
or introduced intracortically – for our purposes into the motor 
cortex.  Each type of sensor has its own benefits and 
drawbacks unique to the method, though broadly speaking 
noninvasive methods are either slower or less accurate.   An 
overview of BCIs is presented in table 1. 

A. Noninvasive 
Noninvasive BCIs are a family of sensors which either rest 

on the scalp to directly read the electromagnetic emanations of 
the brain or use some manipulation of electromagnetism to 
look through the skull and image brain activity. 

 Noninvasive BCIs make use of Evoked Responses (ER) 
and Induced Responses (IR).  These correspond to phase and 
amplitude of signals respectively.   

ERs are evoked by continuous sensorial signals such as 
light or sound, and so are related to the signals captured by the 
BCI by their phase.  These can be visual evoked potentials 
(VEP), in which a flashing light is shined in the subject’s eyes 
and their neural response varies at the same frequency.  This is 

 
Figure 1 - Noninvasive BCIs, (a) EEG. (b) fMRI. (c) MEG (d) NIRS [6], (e) SPECT [56], (f) PET [57], (g)CAT [58] 
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difficult to reproduce voluntarily and rarely used.   
Induced Responses are a potential that occur as a response 

or in advance of an event and are broken into Event-Related 
Potentials (ERP) and Event-Related 
Synchronization/Desynchronization (ERD for simplicity).  
Both are used more commonly than ERs.  ERP is broken into 
the very common P300 which occurs as the result of a random 
stimulus and can be easily trained to reoccur by remembering 
that same stimulus, and SCP which uses cerebral rhythms 
trained with biofeedback and there is some evidence that many 
people cannot train themselves to produce them voluntarily 
[6].  ERD methods are even more common than P300, and 
while they require training, they are very effective in use 
because of their discretization.  Each type of signal exists on a 
different frequency band and with training a system can 
distinguish between the sensorimotor rhythms of different 
parts of the body [6], and are in part based on local field 
potentials (which will be discussed later). 
1) Electroencephalography (EEG) 

EEGs are scalp mounted electrodes (figs 1a and 3) which 
attempt to directly capture the activity of large groups of 
neurons.  It has a bandwidth of 0-50Hz and a spatial resolution 
(smallest area of the brain it can read) in the centimeter range 
and milliseconds of temporal resolution (shortest signal it can 
detect), directly capturing neural activity rather than most 
other noninvasive methods which must infer neural activity 
from other sources.  It suffers from significant noise issues as 

the signals it 
attempts to 
capture must pass 
through several 
thick layers of 
liquid, bone, and 
skin to reach the 
scalp electrodes, 
so a system using 
them needs 

sophisticated means of noise reduction [6].  EEG is by far the 
most common noninvasive BCI, with consumer applications, 
and is also the most portable and least difficult to use, adding 
up to a strong incentive to fix issues with it rather than find 
other means of capturing signals. 
2)   Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 

fMRI uses changes in magnetic fields produced by an MRI 
scanner on the order of 3T to 7T [8] to detect changes in blood 
flow as the result of the oxygenation and deoxygenation of 
hemoglobin(fig 1b).  These correspond with changes in brain 
activity due to the blood-oxygen-level dependence (BOLD 
[8]), an indirect means of inferring neural activity from blood 
movement.  It has a spatial resolution of 1 to 3 mm [6], and an 
information transfer rate on the order of 1 bit per minute [8].  
It is currently not used in many applications and will likely 
never be used outside of very specialized situations since 
though it is accurate and does not require invasive surgery or 
expose the user to radiation, the magnetic exposure may have 
side effects, and the equipment needed to produce up to 7T of 

magnetic field strength will likely never be small enough to 
make it worthwhile without significant advances in material 
science.  One significant difference between BOLD and any 
other type of information gathered in non-explicit 
communication (BCI or EMG), is that BOLD uses image 
processing using Computer Vision methodologies (fig 4) 
rather than signal processing of the electromagnetic emissions 
of brains and muscles.  In the figure below, the image from an 
fMRI is shown, being segmented into a voxel grid (only two 
dimensions shown). 

 
Figure 4 - fMRI BOLD Image [14] 

3) Magnetoencephalography(MEG) 
MEG is a similar method to fMRI, using magnetic 

induction to view the direct magnetic activity around the 
brain, a sort of hybrid of fMRI and EEG, making use of the 
fact that magnetic fields are less distorted by biological 
impediments (the user) than electric fields.  The device makes 
use of superconducting quantum interference, and is cooled to 
within 0.15K of absolute zero [8] and requires a magnetically 
shielded room in which to operate, as the ambient magnetic 
noise from electronics would overpower what it detects from a 
human brain.  It has higher temporal resolution than fMRI but 
lower spatial resolution [6].  As can be inferred from the 
description of the equipment, it is also not likely to become 
portable without significant improvements to signal 
processing and material science, though it does require less 
preparation than fMRI, and the patient need not be prone (fig 
1c) to make use of it. 

 
4) Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) 

 
Figure 5 - NIRS sensors.  Research grade fNIRS 'helmet' (left) 

[15] and consumer grade patch (right) [16] 

NIRS is similar to fMRI in its use of BOLD to infer neural 
activity.  It uses an infrared LED to shine infrared light 
through the skull (fig 1b), though attenuation means that it 
only reaches into the outer cortical layer.  It has a spatial 

 
Figure 3 - Electrode Placement on Scalp [8] 
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resolution around 1cm and a temporal resolution around 100 
ms [8].  It does not require much training on the part of the 
user, and is as safe and portable as EEG, requiring even less 
preparation time as it does not need to place electrodes on the 
scalp (fig 5 right).  However, due to the slow nature of 
inferring neural activity from blood flow, its uses are still 
limited [6].  It is also degraded by hair obstruction and head 
motions, which are usually mitigated in research and clinical 
applications by molding NIRS helmets to individual subjects’ 
heads (fig 5 left). 
 
5) Other Non-Invasive Methods 

There are other noninvasive BCI methods, but are as yet 
unused in manipulation.  These include PET (positron 
emission tomography), SPECT (single positron emission 
computed tomography), CAT (computerized axial 
tomography), and fNIRS.  PET, SPECT, and CAT are likely 
unused because they require not only bulky and costly 
machinery, but also introduce radioactive isotopes into users 
to image the brain [6].  As such, they are not suitable for long 
term BCI usage.  fNIRS is a variant of NIRS which uses the 
helmet (fig 5 left) to get a 3D image of the brain, and is often 
used interchangeably with NIRS in research. 

 

B. Invasive 
Invasive BCIs are a family of methods which introduce the 

sensor either to the surface or inside the brain (fig 6).  By 
directly reading neural activity, they significantly decrease 
noise and improve resolution both spatial and temporal [6].  

 Their main tradeoff is the complexity of implanting an 
invasive sensor, requiring costly and complicated surgeries, 
and if there is an error or fault in the hardware can require 
surgery to repair.  They are also often wired connections, 
leaving the user with a port or wire extending from inside their 
skull.  As such, there are no invasive sensors in use for non-
medical applications. 

 
Figure 6- Invasive techniques. (a) ECoG. (b) Intracortical [6]. 

1) Intracortical Electrode 

 
Figure 7 - Diagram of Wireless Intracortical Electrode [17] 

Intracortical electrodes use a microelectrode (fig 7) to 
penetrate into the brain to read signals with as much as 1 
neuron of resolution.  They can read single unit activity (one 
neuron), multiunit activity (groups of neurons) [6] and local 
field potentials (very large groups of neurons) with most 
implants being a 96-channel array.  The first two can be 
directly translated to digital output as they record the firing of 
neurons while local field potentials are read as analog signals 
[8].  The minimum estimated number of neurons needed to 
control a basic prosthesis is 15-30 [6].  However, signal 
quality can degrade over time as the microelectrode 
accumulates damage from the motion and fluctuation of the 
brain, though this is a continuous process and so does not 
require discreet retraining until the electrode is recalibrated or 
replaced [8].  The larger problem, however, remains 
inflammation, scarring, and rejection, which leads to the area 
around the electrode becoming unreadable.  There are 
currently efforts to produce an electrode which either helps to 
regenerate tissue around it or to not provoke damage at all, but 
these have yet to produce consistent success [6]. 
2) Electrocorticography (ECoG) 

ECoG introduces a set of electrodes similar to an EEG to 
the surface of the brain (fig 8).  They read the LFP, getting a 
much higher resolution version of the ERD than EEGs.  They 
have a spatial 
resolution on the 
order of 100 times 
that of EEG, and a 
bandwidth on the 
order of 10 times 
more than EEG [6] 
while remaining 
wireless in some 
applications..   
Currently there are 

Method Invasiveness Portability Resolution  Bandwidth Data Spread Reaction Time 
EEG None High 1cm/ 1ms  0-50Hz High High 
fMRI None None 1-3mm/1s 1 Hz High Low 
MEG None None 1cm/1ms 0-330Hz High High 
NIRS None High 1cm/100ms 1-10Hz High Low 
CAT/SPECT/PET None None N/A N/A High Low 
Intracortical Very High Low 10µm/1ms 0.1-10kHz Targeted Very High 
ECoG High Moderate 10µm/1ms 50-500Hz Moderate High 

Table 1 - Overview of BCI Capabilities 

 
Figure 8 - A Brain with ECoG Sensors [59] 
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studies which have shown ECoG remains stable and can 
function for months, and methods exist to introduce the 
electrodes using minimally invasive surgery [8].  Much newer 
than intracortical electrodes, ECoG has not had as many 
applications, though given its properties this is likely to 
change. 

C. Multimodal 
BCIs which make use of two or more (sometimes both 

invasive and noninvasive) methods occur with some 
regularity, usually a mixture of EEG and another method such 
as NIRS or visual tracking.  As there is no consistent or 
recognized pairing which occurs with regularity, these 
multimodal combinations of methods will be addressed on a 
per-application basis in section IV. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS – MYOELECTRIC 
Myoelectric systems are the prevalent means of controlling 

replacement hand and arm prosthesis [18].  While BCIs can 
view intention at a high level and need ever increasing 
resolution to read specific manipulatory intent from the motor 
cortex, Electromyography (EMG) reads the amplitude of 
electric signals from muscles [19].  This bypasses much of the 
need for sophisticated learning and electronics of a BCI, with 
the drawback that there are a very limited number of muscles 
that can be independently read from, limiting the system to 
few simultaneously controllable degrees of freedom (DoF) 
[18].   

An EMG signal is – broadly speaking – digital.   A set of 
muscles receive the activation signal from the nervous system, 
which causes the muscles to contract.  This occurs in two 
stages: first a transient state as the muscles go from rest to 
contraction, and then a steady state of a contracted muscle [7].  
There is an amplitude component, which can be used to define 
the torque or speed to be used to move a myoelectrically 
controlled prosthesis, however this is rarely implemented as 
the signal processing necessary makes myoelectric control 
more of a classification issue than an amplitude issue [20] (fig 
9). 

 
Figure 9 – Block Diagram of a Myoelectric System [7] 

 There is an analogue to BCI’s biofeedback methods, 
which make use of “stimulation of the sensory portion of the 
spinal cord nerves, which would normally innervate the hand 

and forearm” [21] producing feeling in the location of a limb 
whether it remains or has been removed.  In manipulation, 
myoelectric systems often have their own version of shared 
autonomy as well, where instead of the prosthetic performing 
full actions autonomously, it must read a user’s intent to form 
a grasp primitive [19] (fig 10).  This is done via attempting to 
map muscle synergies [22] to intent, finding which muscles 
coactivate at which amplitude to produce specific motions.   

The number of primitives a prosthetic is capable of ranges 
from 7 to 20 in most commercially available prosthetics [18] 
to 41 primitives in research [19].  The most common grasp 
primitives are – unsurprisingly – very similar to those found in 
computer controlled manipulators. 

 
Figure 10 - Robot Learning Grasp Primitives using sEMG [19] 

The number of different ways of acquiring EMGs are fewer 
than BCIs, mainly because the signal being acquired is in a 
more localized, easier to reach area and the signals themselves 
are less complex than found in the brain. 

 
Figure 11 - Overview of Basic EMG Strategies [23] 

 

A. Surface EMG (sEMG) 
sEMG is the most common, simplest, cheapest, and least 

information rich version of EMG.  A set of electrodes are 
placed on the pairs of agonist-antagonist muscles and the 
strength of the signal dictates the action, occasionally adding 
an ulnar element for more sophisticated processes.  There is a 
great deal of interference from skin and fat layers, resulting in 
a need for sophisticated noise reduction techniques in order to 
get a strong signal [22].  In most cases only two sites can be 
read from at the same time due to the proximity of muscles 
interfering in each others’ signals [23].  The methods of how 
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to use these two-site signals vary, but the classical way is for 
the user to engage both flexion and extension (cocontraction) 
at the same time repeatedly to cycle through modes or joints 
(fig 11 left, 12), and then to use the difference between the 
two to decide which direction to move and how quickly.  This 
is useful for prosthesis that have a very limited number of 
predefined grasp primitives or very few degrees of freedom, 
but is not suitable for complex motions. 

 
Figure 12 - sEMG Switching Method [22] 

More complicated but similar methods include using 
flexion, extension, and ulnar deviation to ‘mix’ signals into a 
custom grasp (fig 11 center, 13), but this requires the user to 
go through a lot of training [24].  sEMG is also used in learned 
systems [19] but the lack of dedicated muscles and confusion 
of the signal can often make the process difficult (fig 11 right). 

 
Figure 13 - Mixing Three EMG signals for the hand E = 

extension EMG signal, F = flexion EMG signal, U = ulnar 
deviation EMG signal [24] 

 As mentioned earlier, there is a method of using learning 
to try to find muscle synergy patterns and classify them into 
grasp primitives, which is difficult with sEMG due to the 
issues caused by removing and reapplying electrodes, however 
classification gets around the two-site problem by including 
crosstalk between muscles as part of the classification model, 
in some cases even avoiding a direct reading of any specific 
muscle. 

The final downside of sEMG is that because the user has no 
dedicated site (they pull the electrodes off and reapply them 
using either a dry electrode stuck on with adhesive or one with 
Ag/AgCl gel [25]) the signal can vary from day to day, 
making learning even more difficult. 

 
 
 

B. Targeted Muscle Reinnervation (TMR) 
TMR is not strictly 

speaking an EMG strategy, 
but instead a way of 
significantly improving the 
results of an sEMG source 
by increasing the number of 
degrees of freedom that can 
be simultaneously 
controlled.  This is done by 
surgically transferring 
residual nerves which had been attached to muscles in the 
portions amputated to new muscle groups made up of muscles 
still extant which are separated from their motor nerve input 
during the surgery.  An added benefit of the surgery is that 
‘flaps’ can be added which get closer to the muscle, 
decreasing the dampening of intervening fat and skin (fig 14), 
and isolating the hybrid sEMG from interference. [22]   

The number of sites of a TMR recipient is usually four (fig 
15), as opposed to the two which are the limit of an 
unmodified sEMG recipient.  By doing so, a user can use a 
full arm prosthetic with greater ease, dedicating two sites to 
the elbow and two to the hand. 

 
Figure 15 - Four-Site Model (no learning/grasp primitives) [22] 

 There are few papers on the use of TMR in manipulatory 
prosthetics (and only 60 users [23]), so this paper will make 
the distinction later on between sEMG with and without TMR 
and try to highlight the differences in how they are being 
applied. 

C. Percutaneous 
A relatively new way of obtaining EMG signals, a 

percutaneous implant pierces through the first layer of skin, 
but not does not pass through the subcutis (fig 16).  This has 
the benefit of creating a dedicated, fixed site which has much 
lower attenuation than found in sEMG, but without a need for 
expensive equipment or surgery.  The percutaneous implant 
can be inserted in the same way as a microdermal body 
piercing and has no upper limit to how long it can remain [25]. 

Percutaneous implants lack the precision of an 
intramuscular implant, but are also significantly cheaper, 
easier to work with, and can be easily implanted and removed.   

The current major downside of small Percutaneous implants 
is that it is a very new technology, with the one seen above 
only having been extant since early 2016.  As such, no 
manipulatory prosthetic has been shown to function with it, 
and so it is being discussed here as a promising avenue rather 
than a method in use. 

 
Figure 14 - Patient Post-Surgery 

with Grafts and Flaps [22] 
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Figure 16 - Schematic, Drawing, Photograph of Percutaneous 

Implant [25] 

 

D. Intramuscular 
Similar to the concept of intracortical implants in BCI, 

intramuscular implants in EMG place the sensor inside the 
target to be sensed.  In this case, a sensor is surgically 
implanted inside a muscle.  This has the benefit of insulating 
the sensor from muscle crosstalk and outside interference [26] 
while also removing the attenuation caused by intervening 
layers [27].  There are several forms this can take, with power 
either by wire or wireless induction, and data being relayed in 
either a wired or wireless form [26].  By isolating individual 
muscles, many sites can be combined to control a prosthetic 
with multiple simultaneous degrees of freedom [27]. 

Intramuscular is accurate and stable because the implant 
does not move, though there is a large variance between 
systems (fig 17) when it comes to returned telemetry and 
complexity of surgery.  Wireless solutions are usually smaller, 
easier to implant (sometimes even without major surgery), and 
do not have mechanical strains, while those with external 
leads have a much higher bandwidth due to the wires and the 
ability to draw more power [26]. 

 
Figure 17 - Lead (B,D) and wireless (A,C) implants [26] 

IV. USES OF NON-EXPLICIT COMMUNICATION 
Non-explicit communication (comprising of BCI and EMG) 

can be broadly considered as either fully replacing a 
capability, replacing a capability in the location a former 
capability was removed, or augmenting to add a new 
capability.  This taxonomy was arrived at by inspecting the 
cross-usage of methods of understanding non-explicit 
communication by looking beyond the invasive/non-invasive 
modality, as well as the dividing line of muscle and brain 

Taxonomy Goal Dominant Users Sub-Taxonomies Definition 
Replace Restore significant to total 

physical capability to user 
(manipulation, presence, 
personal autonomy) 

Users have little or no 
remaining voluntary motor 
capability (tetraplegics), those 
unable to perambulate without 
aid 

  

   Full Autonomy Robot gives user finite choices in 
actions to take 

   Shared Autonomy Robot gives user control of high level 
motions, take more control as user 
closes on recognizable goal object 

   Direct Control User controls all motions and 
manipulation actions 

Replace-In-Place Restore one or more limbs 
user no longer has 

Amputees with varying 
quantities of residual limb 

  

   Maximize 
controllable DoF 

User can directly control the most 
number of degrees of freedom 

   Maximize grasp 
library 

User can perform the maximum 
number of discrete grasps (usually 
requires more residual limb) 

Augment Add extended capability to 
user above that seen in 
unmodified human 

Anyone, usually able-bodied, 
but no theoretical reason not to 
augment users of R and R-I-P 

  

   Increase Ability User gains a new personal capability 
such as an integrated limb, 
manipulator in a key area of 
workspace, or extended 
endurance/speed (not in this paper 
since they aren’t related to 
manipulation) 

   Increase Presence User can occupy a location they are 
not physically proximal to using a 
robotic surrogate 

Table 2- Taxonomy Summary 
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interfaces.  By looking at the use to which non-explicit 
communication is put, we can see how these boundaries often 
hide a shared necessity. 

This section will look at a wide variety of manipulator 
applications and tests which made use of every elaborated 
non-explicit methodology previously expanded upon.  The 
arrangement will illustrate how each method fits into the 
broader manipulation concept by exploring the taxonomy.   

To help aid structure, each section will be further 
segmented by a sub-taxonomy which is based on the overall 
goals seen in the systems – for example in Replace the 
taxonomy is broken up by the quantity of shared autonomy.  
By segmenting by this taxonomy as well as system goal, we 
help see the differences in effectiveness and uses more clearly 
by seeing how well they perform manipulation tasks based on 
the intent of the user.   Table 2 summarizes the taxonomy. 

A. Replace 
Replace can be thought of as the classical invasive BCI 

format (and indeed, invasive BCIs are found almost 
exclusively in this category).  A user has lost a significant 
capability (in most cases, the voluntary use of all muscles 
controlled via spinal reflex), and requires a service robot.  As 
the Replace taxonomy is specifically interested in 
manipulators, most cases will involve a manipulator arm on a 
static base, though some mobility will be explored for the 
purposes of comparing it to R-I-P and Augment.   

This taxonomy shows the stark divide in usage between 
invasive BCI and all forms of EMG (for the understandable 
reason that EMG cannot function if there is no voluntary 
muscle control).  That said, contrasting with R-I-P and 
Augment, we will see that conceptually this is a one way 
street.  Cases of Replace cannot mix with EMG, but the other 
two can freely take from BCI without conceptual violation, 
even if this is in practical terms almost unheard of for invasive 
BCIs.  The taxonomy will be split by degrees of shared 
autonomy each robotic system grants the user, from systems 
which take minimal input to perform preprogrammed 
behaviors to those with almost total control over the robot’s 
behavior.  An example which contains the two extremes of 
shared autonomy is [28] where the author has an EEG 
controlled mobile robot which is either controlled manually or 
told what waypoint to go to, at which point it engaged in 

autonomous navigation.  The user can see through a camera 
mounted to the robot, and in the first version has total control 
of the robot’s trajectory with the EEG through the experiment, 
and in the second has no control at all once they’ve chosen a 
target location.   

 
1) High/Full Autonomy 

When the robot has the most autonomy, the user is 
effectively acting as the decision making node in a finite state 
machine.  We can see this in [30] where the robot finds objects 
of interest and displays them on a screen as such.  If the user 
chooses to interact, the robot picks the object up and then can 
give another set of choices.  In the case of this ‘object choice’ 
system, the situation is even more interesting because it is the 
same type of user choice system but this time with a humanoid 
robot and interface that could be used to fully replace a human 
unable to leave a control facility, which is why we will also 
see the same system in Augment with a different application.  
A system with a little more sophistication is [29] in which an 
ECoG was used to measure a desire to grasp an object in 
conjunction with an eye tracker to measure visual fixation, 
with an array of three objects in the test.  When the user was 
looking at an object and showed intent, a preprogrammed 
behavior would pick up the object and place it in a container.  

In [31], we see a very interesting concept of using 
anticipation rather than evocation (‘I intend to/want to do 
something’ rather than ‘I’m pretending to do it in my mind’).  
However, because the sophistication of the interface (surface 
EEG), and of the processing algorithm (CVN flip-flop), the 
maximum number of differentiable signals is three.  In that 
case, each signal started a predefined behavior, so again the 
system is as sophisticated as ‘press one of these three buttons, 
do something, repeat.’  As such, this system was categorized 
as Replace less because of its interface or author intention but 
simply because there are few cases where the usability passes 
the threshold of usability needed for R-I-P or Augment 
(usability threshold will be discussed in section V). 

In the most extreme cases, the user’s input is when or 
whether a system executes a predefined action rather than 
being given a choice between possible actions.  In [32] there is 
a case of using MEG to train with a user and then detect 
whether they wanted to open or engage a grasp with a 

 
Figure 18 - (A) Robot sees objects of interest, (B) Presents 

them to the user (C) Picks up the one chosen [30] 

 

 
Figure 19 - MEG Based Hand Control.  A) User controlling a 

prosthetic hand using MEG sensors (B) Training structure with 
user moving their hand as instructed to show the system what to 

look for [32] 
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prosthetic hand, a promising avenue but very early in 
development and because it uses MEG, it works at a speed 
which may place it in the Augment category in future as a 
‘lightswitch’ app assuming a portable MEG-like device is 
produced.  The ‘lightswitch’ is almost explicitly called out in 
[33], a NIRS based method of estimating how much force a 
user is applying with an isometric movement of their arm, 
which they were able to separate into ‘1’,’0’, and ‘-1’ inputs, 
referring to it as ‘ON/OFF’ motions.  A variant of [29] which 
expands the system by giving the user the ability to place the 
object anywhere is [34] falls into the ‘lightswitch’ category 
because it has only been tested using a single object, making 
an eye tracker unnecessary but also reducing the choice to 
when the robot will pick the single object up, though 
promising in that it gives the user the choice of where to put it, 
and is fairly inexpensive compared to other systems explored 
here.  The user choice aspect may eventually move the system 
to the ‘shared’ category. 

 
2) Shared Autonomy 

In the next layer up in terms of shared autonomy, we see 
robots which still choose grasps and angles of attack, but 
modify their behavior in real time based on user input.  In the 
case of [13] and [35] we see a Barrett WAM arm being 
operated in a shared autonomy setting using an intracortical 
implant without any auxiliary visual inputs.  The user guides 
the robot hand to an object by directional intent alone and the 
robot decides what to do, smoothly increasing its share of the 
work as it grows closer to the object.  The robot never assumes 
full control, and can be guided away from the object at any 
time, or told to place the object in a location or manipulate it 
in a way other than the one it had expected to when it began 
planning.  The authors succeeded in integrating the shared 
autonomy to the degree that the test subjects were not 
informed in any given trial whether they were operating using 
direct control or shared autonomy, with only the ease of use to 
give them an idea of what mode the system was in.  Some of 
this is due to the significant work done by the creators of the 
system in making the transition smooth, and also the use of 
grasping strategies which do not rely on a model set, instead 
finding grasp patterns online.  This system is explicitly 
contrasted with those like [29], seen in the previous 
subsection, in that it does not ever cede total control to the 
robot, and does not require an explicit eye tracker to function.  
There is also a significant contrast in terms of grasp strategies; 
with the user more free to decide what they want to grasp, 
there is a lower reliance on the system deciding what objects 
are of interest and so much greater flexibility.  As of now, 
there is only one system in this category, though others may 
soon join it. 

 
3) Direct Contol/Maintenance-Only Autonomy 

Finally, there are cases where the system has minimal 
autonomy, effectively only handling tasks to avoid colliding or 
reaching unsafe joint velocities (if that).  While entirely 
theoretical at present, [14] demonstrates a possibility of using 

fMRI to learn muscle control patterns in subjects’ brains and 
use that to control a manipulator, giving the user complete 
control within joint limits.  While this process looks a great 
deal like a BCI version of R-I-P, the philosophical necessity of 
free motion in R-I-P excludes it from that category, and it is 
excluded from Augment because fMRI (and indeed any 
method that makes use of BOLD) has a slow response rate, 
making it difficult to place in Augment, which already 
incorporates a general assumption of a remote system which 
has feedback delays, making the addition of input delays a 
significant roadblock to inclusion (though as seen later not an 
insurmountable one).  One thing the authors did that may 
mitigate this in future is begin work on an algorithm that 
predicts the next motion primitive from the previous one, 
though this may push the system into a different layer of 
shared autonomy. 

A system with more results is [36] in which a tetraplegic 
user with an ECoG was trained with higher degree of 
computer assistance, but decreased it until they had full 
control of a 3DoF prosthetic arm with hand.  This produced 
very good results, with the user able to move the arm to the 
correct location with very small jerkiness, however there was 
no control of the hand at the end of the arm, giving it very 
limited capabilities.  As resolution increases, no doubt this will 
change.  A very similar system is in [37] where the user had a 
classical two pair sEMG configuration which gave them two 
DoFs to control, moving a robot arm to touch its palm to a 
cup, where in a real system the user would have to change 
DoF configurations to have the system grasp the object.  It is 
important to note in this case that the system would not be 
useful to someone with upper limb paralysis but instead as a 
helping hand for those with mobility issues.  In the same vein, 
[38] would be appropriate for users with lower limb paralysis.  
This system controlled a 7 DoF arm (3 arm, 3 wrist, 1 
‘open/close’ hand control) by using a camera to visually track 
arm motion to get the orientation of the arm joints, and then an 
EMG for the wrist and hand, using a neural network of their 
own design, the log-linearized Gaussian mixture network 
(LLGMN).  This had an average success rate over 97% when 
it came to classifying motions.  While neither this nor the 
previous EMG example are classical Replace candidates, they 
do allow for arm motion at a distance, replacing the 
capabilities that would be lost by someone who cannot reach 
or cannot move to a location which the teleoperated arm can.  
By moving the arm into place, they can use natural motions to 
reach and grasp, rather than a harder to use joystick or GUI. 

 
Figure 20 - User Controls Robot Arm By Moving Own Arm [37] 
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A more effective result was achieved in [39] in which a user 
with intracortical electrodes was trained in a similar way using 
not only computer assistance at first, but also machine 
learning of the individual’s specific patterns to help it learn the 
user’s intent as the user was learning the system.  By the end 
of the trial, the user had no autonomous assistance and was 
able to control a 3 DoF arm with a 3 DoF wrist and 1 DoF 
(‘open’/’close’) articulated manipulator to grasp and move 
objects with consistently good outcomes.  In both of the 
previous examples, calibration and training took weeks or 
months to complete, with computer assistance ending on day 
18 in [36] and week 10 in [39].  In contrast, the training 
required for the BrainGate interface in [40] and [41] took 4 
minutes of watching a robot arm and imagining themselves 
doing what the arm was doing to train a Kalman Filter, which 
continued to refine itself online – though it is important to note 
that the users from [36] and [39] had their BCIs implanted at 
the time of the study, whereas the two from [40] had theirs for 
5.3 years and 5 months respectively. The results, then, are 
more surprising since the first user had a success rate of 
around 60% whereas the second had a success rate similar to 
the other invasive BCI systems – around 96%.     They used 
either a 7 or 6 DoF arm with articulated hands which only 
registered ‘open’ or ‘close’ for the purposes of the test, and 
used impedance control to help keep from continuing to 
contract after a successful grasp.  The two arms were a DLR 
arm meant for assistive usage and DEKA, which is a 
replacement upper arm prosthetic [42].  The first user 
improved by 10-15% using DEKA and the second user used 
DEKA exclusively [40]. 

 
Figure 21 - Test Facility for Non-Grasping Manipulator Arm [39] 

B. Replace-In-Place (R-I-P) 
Whereas Replace is specifically non-integrative, and 

Augment is anthrosynergistically agnostic, R-I-P is 
specifically an integrative process in which the manipulator 
becomes part of the human user, replacing a hand or arm with 
a robotic prosthetic.  Like Augment, there is no theoretical 

boundary that keeps any method from being used to control it.  
Two physical operations which are specific to R-I-P are 
Targeted Muscle Reinnervation (TMR) [22] (discussed here 
and later on) and Osseointegration [43].  The first alters the 
user by effectively adding muscles to control a system, and the 
second physically makes a prosthetic part of the user, 
implanting not just intramuscular electrodes but also grafting a 
socket to plug the prosthetic into directly to the bone of the 
residual limb; as of now the only user with the latter also has 
undergone the former, gaining the sometimes redundant 
benefits of TMR, intramuscular implantation, and integration 
into the bone. 

Though all but one solution for R-I-P are EMG based, by 
exploring the taxonomy we’ll see that there is no specific 
reason why this is the case other than anthropological 
imperative towards replacing human parts with prosthetics that 
are as functionally similar as possible, even when the effect is 
to in fact decrease its functionality and the familiarity with 
which a user might operate it.  Non-explicit communication is, 
at its root, intention, which means that the most effective 
means of communicating that intention is the best interface.  
There will be two sub-sections: methods that are focused on 
simultaneous control of arm DoF, and methods focused on 
variable grasp patterns.  These correspond to the two 
priorities of upper limb replacement, the hand and the arm.  As 
can be seen by the descriptions of the methods, these are not 
mutually exclusive goals, but for the purposes of study and 
research are usually pursued separately. 

 
1) Simultaneous Control (SC) 

Simultaneous control seeks to restore as similar a function 
as possible, focusing on having the user directly control their 
prosthetic.  While this can include hands with grasp 
primitives, due to the difficulty in differentiating between 
muscles being read from in sEMG and expense of 
intramuscular methods, most of the time these efforts are 
focused on the elbow and wrist, with only one or two grasp 
primitives programmed into the hand.  This section is arranged 
by the number of simultaneously controllable DoF.   

The smallest number is of course one.  The usual case there 
is a hand which can open and close or an elbow joint.  In [44], 
the system takes a holistic view of creating a hand prosthetic 
system, not only producing their own algorithm for EMG 
control but also a compliant ‘soft hand.’  Their system was not 
exhaustively tested with users, but did show good results with 
grasping objects using a grasp similar to cylindrical 
prehension (wrapping fingers around object and thumb on 
opposite side), and mechanically it appears to have many 
properties of compliance which is valuable in making a 
biomimetic prosthetic, but given its highly limited 
applicability, the system itself was less important than the 
architecture of the hand.   

In [45], two simultaneous degrees of freedom were 
controlled, with three minutes of calibration followed by 
online learning of the users’ requirements.  They made use of 
14-16 sEMG sites, which were combined into 4 distinct 
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channels – two per DoF as has been described above.  The 
difficulty they face currently is that neither of their chosen 
DoFs were in the hand – instead being focused on two wrist 
motions, with one TMR user instead doing hand open/close 
and elbow motion - meaning that grasping was very basic with 
the system they produced, though the TMR patient showed 
that it could be extended to grasping by altering which DoF 
was being controlled.   

There are also two simultaneous DoF and three in total 
being controlled in [22], however this is a significant advance 
because by altering the user’s physiology with TMR surgery, 
which had only been able to handle one DoF at a time, they 
doubled his control capability.  Prior to TMR, the patient did 
not have enough residual muscle to control more than one 
DoF at a time, so while almost all other methods rely on 
improving the machine, this method directly altered the user to 
improve control capabilities.  As such, the user may benefit 
from the advances in control offered by other methods, further 
increasing capability.  Similarly, [25] does not test with a 
prosthesis real or virtual, but instead demonstrates a new 
physical device which like TMR integrates permanently with 
the user in a non-intrusive way, controlling 2 simultaneous 
DoF, and removing the effects of vibration and between-day 
changes in the location of electrodes.  The intramuscular EMG 
tests in [26] were also not used on any type of prosthesis, but 
showed good results with both able bodied users and 
transradial amputees, with over 99% classification accuracy 
and approximately 60% path accuracy when controlling three 
simultaneous degrees of freedom.  However, the system 
makes use of fine wire intramuscular electrodes which are 
implanted and removed as part of the experiment and hooked 
into non-portable systems, making it only an R-I-P candidate 
because of author intent, and not a candidate for Replace 
because there is not enough control for a system that is 
physically separate from the user. 

Three simultaneous degrees of freedom are further 
investigated in [46], which while more concerned with laying 
out the procedure for a method of testing upper limb 
prosthesis in the Target Achievement Control (TAC) test does 
itself have a 3 DoF control schema which it uses to show how 
the TAC test can be used.  As far as this paper is concerned, 
the only other mention of the TAC test is in [23], where it is 
used to evaluate several systems as part of a review.  They 
used the TAC test in [46] to test their own system, which 
controlled two wrist directions and an ‘open/close’ grasp on a 
virtual upper limb prosthetic.  Six electrodes were placed on 
amputee users’ residual muscle locations, and trained 
classifiers (linear discriminate analysis, fuzzy logic, and 
artificial neural networks) to recognize motion of those DoFs.  
They recorded an average 94% classification accuracy, but 
only 69% completion rate of the TAC test, suggesting to the 
authors that while systems can accurately classify motions, 
often this does not translate into useful behavior.  It is 
important to note that this paper was written in 2011, whereas 
most of the other R-I-P papers which tested on physical 
prostheses came later, and produced better results.  This 

includes the very early stages of IMES® [27] which had only 
one long term user as of publication, and so was not able to 
provide any statistical analysis of usage.  There was, however, 
a great deal of promise in the system, which has three 
simultaneous DoF, one in the wrist, one which pinches the 
thumb and index finger together, and one which curls the other 
three fingers.  It is wireless and powered by induction, but is 
limited in that it can only be used by amputees with significant 
residual lower arm musculature due to its reliance on those 
muscles for fine control.  They included the capability to add a 
fourth DoF to the system, but this has yet to be implemented 
in a user. 

 
Figure 22 - IMES Concept and Execution [27] 

There has been some progress in very fine hand control 
with very high simultaneous DoF control.  In [47], there is a 
theoretical basis for a 16 DoF control (a degree of 
actuation/motor(DoA) for each finger which contains 3 
coupled DoFs, plus another DoF with its own DoA for thumb 
ab/adduction, so arguably only 6 DoF control with another 10 
coupled to 5 of those) with only two EMG channels by 
approximating muscle synergy using Principal Components 
Analysis.  They showed a hand that could be controlled 
continuously through several grasp primitives, effectively 
giving total hand control.  They, however, chose not to use 
real EMG inputs, instead feeding their algorithm simulated 
EMG readings, which while artificially noisy to try to simulate 
a real human user, and they acknowledge at the end of their 
paper that they need to extend their experiment to human users 
and in [48] they did.  When human users were brought in to do 
trials, they found that by the third day the users were able to 
complete more than 90% of grasps in a range of 5-10 seconds 
per grasp, with the worst results in the ‘precision’ category at 
87.5% completion with ‘power’ and ‘lateral’ grasps over 95%.  
While this method does not have complete hand control (only 
the index finger and thumb could be moved independent of the 
other fingers and the thumb in two directions, with the middle 
through pinky bending roughly as one unit), they can claim at 
least 4 simultaneously controllable DoFs on able-bodied 
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subjects, meaning that using PCA they can do at least as well 
as a TMR patient, so perhaps by combining the two, an 
amputee user could add another dimension to their PCA graph 
and control more DoFs.  

 
Figure 23 - Hand Postures Mapped Using 2D PCA [48] 

The highest proven DoF control was investigated in 
Replace earlier in this paper.  In the BrainGate trials [41], a 6 
DoF arm with a ‘close’ and ‘open’ DoF on the hand was 
shown to function on an arm intended to be an upper limb 
prosthesis.  While intracortical implants may seem 
unnecessarily invasive for an upper limb replacement, given 
that it translated intention to function so well, there is likely no 
reason why some of the channels could not be moved further 
down, putting 2 DoF on the wrist and 4 on the hand, and if an 
invasive BCI could be made portable and non-intrusive in 
daily life, there is no reason why the BrainGate system could 
not be used for amputees as well as tetraplegics apart from 
possible difficulties in separating input for one arm from the 
other.   There is also some argument that [38] does better as a 
7 DoF arm, however the difficulty there is that 3 of those 
DoFs are controlled visually, which would make it difficult to 
make it a portable system as required in R-I-P.  Were the 
visual portion removed, it would be very similar to many other 
systems proposed here.  However, if the visual system could 
be made portable or turned into some other form of measuring 
the location of the upper arm, it would also be a very useful 
system for people with no residual forearm. 

 
Figure 24 - Concept of a Hybrid Visual-EMG System [38] 

2) Variable Grasp (VG) 
Rather than trying to restore the feel of controlling a 

prosthetic, VG looks at restoring as many functions as 
possible, seeking to differentiate signals in ever more subtle 
ways to increase the number of grasp primitives a prosthetic 
hand can support.  Often these methods focus on the hand to 
the point that the rest of the upper limb is controlled by 
mechanical means if it is even considered at all.   There are 
two main examples in this section, one with more grasps and 
the other with a better control of the grasps implemented. 

In [49], the system used an array of 4-12 sEMG electrodes 
evenly spaced around the proximal third of their forearm, 
specifically placed to keep from targeting a specific muscle.  
By using vector summation of each RMS value as well as a 
discrete integration, they were able to determine the ‘position’ 
of a virtual cursor (visually shown in training sessions and 
then removed for hand control experiments) by finding the 
angle and velocity of its motion in a virtual circle.  They 
defined six locations at the outside of the circle and one in the 
center to represent the seven grasp primitives their prosthetic 
was preprogrammed to use.  The users were able to move the 
virtual cursor with over 90% completion, but about 3.5 
seconds to reach a grasp from neutral, and less than 50% path 
efficiency.  The users generally had ~4 hrs of time on the 
system by the end of the experiment, so with online learning 
to help improve the decision process and more time to get 
used to the system, this would be likely to significantly 
improve. 

 
Figure 25 - Control Concept for 7 grasp system a) Location of 

Electrodes b) Grasps Mapped to Virtual Directions [49] 

We see a more sophisticated methodology in [50] where 
there are only 5 grasp types, but the system also attempts to 
match how much force is to be applied by the grasp from 0 to 
100N with 0.02N resolution.  In this case, there are 10 sEMG 
electrodes, which are placed in groups along the muscles 
responsible for finger motions.  The difference between [50] 
and [49]  in this regard is that in [50] rather than trying to train 
a user to produce motions which correspond to a grasp, they 
are training the machine to learn the inputs from a user’s 
natural grasping behavior.  They test using a feed-forward 
neural network, support vector machine, and locally weighted 
projection regression, and found all three worked with 
approximately the same accuracy.  The main contribution and 
centerpiece of their learning strategy was not the learning 
method, but the means of gathering training samples which 
used Online Uniformisation (OU), a method which would take 
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each sample as it came in and look at the distance between it 
and all other points.  If it is within a minimum distance of at 
least one point, it was discarded, otherwise kept as part of the 
sample set.  By doing this, they maintained the minimum 
number of samples necessary for learning.  Using a four 
fingered hand similar to [49] (so 5 DoA and 13 DoFs), they 
were able to accurately classify the 5 grasps of the user 90% 
of the time, and had an error of 7.89% on predicting the force 
of the grasp. 

 
Figure 26 - DLR Hand Being Taught How Much Force to Grasp 

and Egg With [50] 

C. Augment 
While Replace and R-I-P look at returning functionality 

which has been degraded, Augment seeks to take a fully 
functional user and add further functionality.    This is the 
philosophy behind most robotics today, though few make use 
of non-explicit communications for this, opting for the easier 
to parse and more direct methods such as voice, gesture, and 
GUI control.  In these cases, the invasive methods are 
generally unseen, as few humans are interested in having 
electronic control methods integrated into their bodies in order 
to increase their capabilities (for now).  However, there will be 
some invasive methods investigated as part of Augment to 
show the progress being made towards less intrusive invasive 
control schemes.   

As such, this is the taxonomy that unifies all four concepts 
of invasive BCI/EMG and non-invasive BCI/EMG.  
Augmentation contains applications via all four methods since 

there is no preconceived opinion or condition of the user 
which precludes a method other than willingness to try them.  
While there will be no example of true Augmentation using an 
invasive BCI, an example will be included where the usage by 
a Replace candidate could easily be translated to an 
Augmentation case.  As will be observed during the cases, 
many Augment situations are more geared towards mobile 
robots than manipulators, and so while the attention will 
remain on manipulation, some mobility will be included as 
illustration.  In most cases, systems highlighted in Augment 
were not intended for the purpose but instead was shown to be 
good candidates because the experimental users were able-
bodied and not the intended end user of the system, with about 
70% being repeated in the Replace and R-I-P categories.  In 
these cross-referenced cases, novel uses will be suggested for 
robots which were intended for other purposes.  This section 
will be split in terms Augmentation based on increasing ability 
and that which increases presence, the difference between a 
helping hand / mobile helper and telepresence / surrogacy. 

One system to highlight which might be a component in 
either is [25], which is a hardware solution that might make a 
system which is robust, portable, and sensitive enough to 
combine hand and arm control without the need for intrusive 
control mechanisms, but as this kind of unobtrusive 
percutaneous implant is less than a year old, tests using that 
hardware with real hand/arm systems have yet to be published, 
and so is not included as a direct Ability or Presence 
improving system. 

 
1) Ability 

Increasing Ability is the main thrust of robotics today.  
Robots do things humans can’t or won’t, from assembling cars 
to exploding bombs.  They do the repetitive, dangerous jobs, 
and those which require speed, precision, or strength beyond 
that of a human.  Ability increasing robots which make use of 
reading intention through non-explicit communication are 
robots which usually act alongside humans or as part of them.  
An example which is not manipulation but shows this well is 
[51], where a quadcopter is controlled with SSVEP potentials, 

 
Figure 28 - User Controlling a Remote Manipulator which 
Finds Objects of Interest and Gives the User a Choice to 

Interact [29] 

 

 
Figure 27 - Small Telepresence Robot. "The design of the display 
during (a) walking straight, (b) turning head, and (c) recognition. 

(d) The interface being used by a subject.” 
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and a NIRS reading to improve accuracy.  In this case, it is 
easy to see a human needing to see something far away or 
send a message and they send the quadcopter up, using the 
BCI to guide it and so be able to focus on a visual interface 
without the clutter of a GUI. 

The considerations in [52] are for space systems as a whole 
rather than any specific armature or device, but the arguments 
made make sense for such a system which requires the level of 
reliability and performance a space system would need.  They 
envision a situation where astronauts will need to pay attention 
to many different things, so the system will need significant 
noise tolerance.  While their argument against fMRI, MEG, 
PET/SPECT, and NIRS (too bulky, requires shielding, 
requires radioactive injection, could be compromised by light 
emitting cosmic rays respectively) are compelling, their 
wholesale ruling out of invasive systems seems more about 
comfort and perception than anything else.  In a situation 
where a pilot of a craft never leaves the ship and uses non-
explicit communication to control functions, an invasive 
system might make the most sense, placing them in some kind 
of life support system as they focus their minds on the ship, 
which mixes Presence and Ability strongly into one concept.  
There is also no mention of EMG, which would make some 
sense for a manipulator like the ones used on the space shuttle, 
which are functionally similar to an upper arm prosthetic. 

 
2) Presence 

A strong theme in extending Presence is that the user is 
shown the view of the robot during operation, and has 
something closer to direct control, though stronger themes of 
autonomy can show up when it comes time for grasping and 
finding objects of interest.  At the near end are robots meant to 
go where a user cannot because the area is dangerous, and the 
far end are robots which are surrogates for the user in 
situations where the robot is acting in place of the user in a 
day-to-day aspect. 

We last saw [28] in the Replace category, briefly used as an 
example of the difference in autonomy between Full and No 
Autonomy groups.  The Unlock system the author produced 
could have a BCI user pilot a mobile robot either by direct 
control of direction and a fixed velocity during motion, or by 
choosing a waypoint which corresponded to an object of 
interest identified by the robot.  This system and the one in 
[30] (also cross-listed in Replace) are good candidates for 
Augment as they use a non-invasive methodology to control a 
mobile robot and in [30] that robot is also capable of 
manipulation, marking it as very useful in long distance 
teleoperation tasks, especially in dangerous but well known 
environments like a nuclear plant where the objects of interest 
are well defined, and so the robot need only be guided from 
waypoint to waypoint and told what to do there. 

Augmentation using DC is generally seen in cases of true 
telepresence rather than in task-oriented scenarios since 
having the human totally immersed in robot control only 
increases the human’s capabilities if the robot has more 
capability than the human or is in a location that is otherwise 

unreachable.  In [53] we see a small humanoid robot which is 
trained entirely on individual user BCI data and uses three 
different signals to allow for several different types of input.  
The robot uses ERD to control when it takes steps, SSVEP to 
turn the head to look at things, and P300 to find objects of 
interest – and in all cases the rate of correctly interpreting a 
command was around 70%.  This system is unique in all the 
systems that implement object recognition in that it can still be 
placed in DC, owing to the fact that rather than having objects 
be recognized based on a predefined database, the objects are 
defined by the user by having them look at the object 
beforehand and capturing the neural activity associated with it.  
This means that the humanoid can go into a variety of 
locations and as long as the location has been somewhat 
defined by the user in advance, help them find areas of 
interest.  The downside is that this does not aid manipulation 
and would need to be coupled with a more sophisticated grasp 
planner – which is beyond what this system was able to 
provide, as it reached the point of actual manipulation without 
interacting with an object. 

The system in [54] was intended as a telepresence robot, 
and tests were meant to take that as far as possible, with the 
user on a different continent from the robot (user in Israel, 
robot in France).  They controlled a small humanoid robot 
using fMRI and their vision was through the camera of the 
humanoid robot.  They could make the robot walk and move 
the arms up and down, but the robot itself did not allow for 
grasping, only blunt manipulation.  The longest task was 
walking a figure 8 around two obstacles, with path radii about 
the height of the robot, which was completed in an average of 
12 minutes.  Users reported identifying with the robot as an 
extension or replacement of themselves and of feeling a strong 
sense of being where the robot was, to the point of feeling the 
motion of the robot when it was picked up by one of the 
experiment staff.  The methodology is strongly biased towards 
surrogacy, with the user completely subsumed into the robot’s 
identity since an fMRI would leave them unable to move their 
own body, and so their intention was focused entirely on the 
robot. 

 
Figure 29 - Small Telepresence Robot Navigating a Path with 

Obstacles [54] 

The system in [38] is very interesting as it is effectively a 
telepresence arm.  The intended use is as a desktop helper, but 
it could also form part of a telepresence or a system for 
interacting with objects in a place a user cannot go, such as a 
lab with hazardous material or a highly regulated environment 
where extremely sensitive experiments are being done. There 
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is no reason why both arms cannot be used, granting the user 
the ability to reach and manipulate objects at long distances.  
Given that they have to move their own arms for some of the 
joints, they would likely begin to identify with the robot with 
those arms, and using an EEG controlled mobile platform as 
previously described, would become even more integrated into 
the robot’s agency.  With a soft hand [44], such a system 
could be highly adaptable to being a long term telepresence 
solution.   

V. DISCUSSION 
As can be seen in the above sections, the taxonomy of 

Replace, Replace-In-Place, and Augment bring out some very 
interesting trends in non-explicit communication of intention.  
One thing is the concept of cross-usage, where a system in one 
category crosses over to subsequent categories, being useful in 
a variety of ways that in most cases the systems’ creators 
didn’t intend.   Another is the prevalence of methodologies in 
each category, with Replace predominantly BCI and R-I-P 
mostly populated with EMG solutions.  Finally, there are the 
cases where a system might seem like it would belong in a 
category – and in some cases was intended so by the creator – 
but does not fit in very well.  While I have respected the 
creators’ intent in these taxonomies, I have also tried to 
observe when their system did not necessarily belong where it 
was placed by them.  The conceptual tests which place a 
system and these borderline cases will be explored. 

A. Cross-Usage 
There are several systems which appear in multiple sections 

– indeed almost half of the systems in Augment are cross-
listed from either Replace or R-I-P, and [38] appears in all 
three.  While that may make it seem as if the taxonomy does 
not produce strong identities, I would argue that it is a good 
thing.  Non-explicit communication is in very early stages and 
so many of the applications being written about have broad 
usage because they are still investigating many of the basic 
needs of the discipline.   

B. Predominance of Methodology 
It is not surprising that the first two taxonomies favor BCI 

and EMG respectively, while the third does not favor either.   
Those who make Replace systems are more likely to use 

BCI mainly because the users are often unable to produce 
voluntary muscle signals, meaning that EMG has no input and 
so cannot be used.  In cases where users still have voluntary 
input – such as those with lower limb paralysis – explicit 
communication via GUIs and joysticks remains the prevailing 
method. 

There is also the philosophical issue that R-I-P heavily 
prefers EMG because it ‘connects’ in a more conceptually 
appealing way, restoring functions using exact same channels 
as the limb which is being replaced.  This despite this paper’s 
showing that BCI can – and in some cases does – outperform 
many EMG systems when used in upper arm prosthetics.  This 
is especially true with prosthetics for those with very little 
residual limb, as even with TMR surgery it is difficult to get 

enough data to control an upper limb prosthetic, whereas BCIs 
can control an entire upper limb with more DoFs.  If a person 
is thinking ‘I want to move my arm’, it doesn’t matter what 
path that thought travels along if the arm itself moves as 
directed. 

Augment has few cases of EMG which cross over from R-I-
P, though as noted before the split between EMG and BCI is 
about even.  In the following section this will be investigated, 
but the main reasons are simply those of capability and 
usability.  Many of the systems in R-I-P are either pieces of a 
larger system that has yet to be put together into a 
meaningfully useful Augmentation, or are in some way 
difficult or intrusive to use and so would not make the 
transition easily.   

 

C. Rationale of Categorization and Borderline Cases 
There were a simple series of tests which were used to 

categorize these systems.  The first was designer intent.  I 
respected the designer even when I felt that their system was 
not necessarily as effective – or even minimally effective – for 
the purpose it was made for.  An example is the hybrid visual 
EMG system in  [38] which was intended as an upper limb 
prosthesis.  This was put into Replace-In-Place, but otherwise 
failed the next most important test, who can use it?  Replace is 
meant to restore physical capability for those with little to 
none; Replace-In-Place must be integrable into the user in 
order to restore the physical limb.  Augment is not considered 
in this question since the addition of capability is user-agnostic 
for the most part.  As we see in  [38], there is no provision for 
how the system will maintain visual contact in the long term, 
and so the system cannot be integrated into the user since it by 
definition must have a component which is external.  In fact, 
several systems including the force learning system in [50] 
may not satisfy the requirement since the tests on able-bodied 
users allowed for many shortcuts which could not be taken 
with eventual end user for Replace-In-Place.  The test for 
Augment was a bit more qualitative.  It looked at whether the 
system added capability to an able-bodied user in such a way 
that it was feasible to be used in the long term by an able-
bodied user, and that the capability it granted could not be 
easily replicated.  For example, many Replace and Replace-In-
Place systems restored basic capabilities to the user which an 
able-bodied user would not consider an extension since they 
themselves could do those actions more easily and with more 
effectiveness themselves.  The best way to see some of the 
rationale in action is by looking at borderline cases. 

The category that is most typified by borderline cases is 
Augment.  There were several EMG robot arms, for example, 
which were tested on able-bodied users and so would have 
been listed in the Augment taxonomy if not for their lack of 
usability.  There is a remote controlled arm is in [45], which 
had no control of the hand for non-TMR users, so while it may 
one day be integrated into either a Presence or Ability based 
system, further progress needs to be made, as would a system 
like [37] which also allowed for only arm control with no hand 
capabilities.  Likewise [47] and [48] have very good hand 
control, but lack arm control, which might make sense for a 
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system that uses both something like [45] or [37], but switches 
between them as needed, or a yet-to-be created system that can 
differentiate well enough to do both arm and hand control.  In 
these cases, while they might be good progress for R-I-P – and 
will often need to be combined as suggested here – Augment 
has the unique situation of addition rather than substitution, 
meaning that if the system cannot do a job at least as well as a 
human in the same situation (especially one encumbered by a 
survival system in harsh environments), then it cannot be 
considered a true Augmentation.   

In a very similar case to the percutaneous implant in [25], 
[26] was tested on able-bodied users and showed good 
progress, but used invasive intramuscular implants which were 
not only uncomfortable, but not portable.  They were, 
however, easy to implant and remove, so if it weren’t for more 
sophisticated intramuscular implants which show just as much 
resolution but are much easier to retain in an unobtrusive way, 
this system might be a worthwhile Augment candidate.   

The IMES® [27] intramuscular system is in some ways the 
opposite problem.  Difficult to implant but very portable, it 
makes a very attractive choice for Augment but for the fact it 
requires expensive surgery to implant.  If it could be placed in 
users in minimally invasive surgery, it might make a very 
effective telepresence or ability expanding system, as the 
small electrodes could be placed on muscles all over the body 
and perhaps have a biofeedback mechanism included. 

 
BCI systems which use object recognition are likewise 

problematic.  In cases where a user expresses intent to grasp 
an object, the system must recognize an object as being 
important when it’s a Highly autonomous Replace system or 
at least graspable, otherwise no amount of intent will make the 
system interact with it, which is beneficial in that the user 
cannot try to make the robot do something it is completely 
incapable of, but with a much larger drawback that the user is 
stuck with whatever the robot has learned/been told is 
something it can grasp.  In this way, the systems all express 
their grasping in terms of known objects, looking through a 
database to find a close match and then computing grasps 
from there.  While this is likely sufficient for non-telepresence 
Replace candidates who are in the same environment all the 
time, telepresence Replace, R-I-P, and Augment users will 
need greater capabilities.  As noted in Augment, these systems 
might have a place in emergencies when a robot is going 
through a well known but unreachable area, but pose issues for 
general usage. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The needs of users to communicate to robots through direct 

transmission of intention is still mainly restricted to users who 
are either unable (in the majority of Replace cases) to do so, or 
for whom such a communication would be infeasibly 
cumbersome (for R-I-P).  However, as seen in Augment, this 
will almost certainly change in the near future, and systems 
once meant only for people with specific needs may spread to 
users of all abilities to make them more than they could ever 

be without integrated robots rather than returning them to a 
level close to their previous capability.  The taxonomy which 
has been suggested here helps show that though usage may 
differ, often the end result or methodology is the same, and 
some methods which were intended for one audience are 
better suited to others. 

A. Future Work 
The taxonomy remains somewhat fluid, and a more rigorous 

exploration of each category would no doubt find better ways 
of including certain methods.  Specifically those discussed in 
section V-C, which were rejected from Augment but included 
in R-I-P, despite in truth not being particularly effective as R-
I-P systems for the same reason.  An arm, for instance, which 
can only reach but cannot grasp is only a marginal 
improvement over a purely mechanical upper arm prosthetic, 
though systems with only hand functionality are at least useful 
for those who retain most of their forearm.  In addition, some 
systems categorized as Augment may in fact be very effective 
Replace candidates, but were not explored as such due to 
author intent.  The strongest candidate is the fMRI 
telepresence robot in [54] which could conceivably be an all-
in-one Replace system, and in a future revision may be placed 
there if it can not only extend presence but also restore 
manipulation capability. 

There is also going to be rapid changes in many systems 
cited here, so another survey in 2 years will no doubt 
significantly change the landscape, and possibly replace many 
systems cited here with their successors and novel systems not 
yet devised.  There are also some systems mentioned which 
have only a very tenuous connection to manipulation, included 
because they are the very beginnings of systems which will 
likely include manipulators.  There is also room for 
investigating those methods which have never had a system 
built to use them, such as radiation based BCI.  The process to 
even testing many of these systems is long, and getting them 
approved for wider use even longer [55] but the result is well 
worth it. 
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